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Abstract

A mother's mental illness may have a profound effect on her child's development, including an increased risk of the child developing the same disorder. From a developmental psychopathology perspective, offspring provide an opportunity to examine pathways to disorder versus resilience. Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is a severe disorder diagnosed in early adulthood involving stormy relationships, an unstable sense of identity, and self-destructive behavior. Interestingly, the domains of dysfunction are conceptually similar to developmental tasks in early childhood reworked in adolescence: attachment, self development, and self-regulation. Early deviation may increase the risk for later disorder. There are five empirical studies of children whose mothers have BPD, two conducted from a developmental perspective. This article proposes a theoretical framework and an innovative methodology with which to extend this research, and suggests an intervention to bring development back on track if necessary.
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Vignettes

Girl age five, whose mother has borderline personality disorder (BPD):

An examiner begins a story about a birthday party using family dolls, a table, and a cake, then asks the girl: "Show me and tell me what happens now." The girl tells how the family open presents and eat cake. She then adds: And then Mom takes off her clothes and gets drunk.

Adolescent girl age 15, and her mother who has BPD:

Adolescent: Now you're acting even younger. You're giggly and weird.

Mother: Oh well, that's just because I'm being rebellious at the moment. I want to try to have fun.

Adolescent: I'm the teenager that's supposed to do that.

Mother: It has been so long since I've had fun and done the things that I want to do. Yeah, I miss being a teenager. It'd be nice if we could have that little bit of experience together and have fun.
Adolescent: No. You're supposed to be my Mom.

Mother: Well, maybe someday I can be your Mom again.

Adolescent: By the time you're my Mom, I'll be an adult, so it won't even matter.

As these vignettes illustrate, children and adolescents whose mothers have BPD may face considerable challenges. BPD is characterized by stormy relationships, an unstable sense of identity, and self-destructive behavior. Interestingly, although BPD is not diagnosed until early adulthood, it is notable for difficulties in areas conceptually similar to developmental tasks in early childhood reworked in adolescence: attachment, self development, and self-regulation (Sroufe, Egeland, Carlson, & Collins, 2005). Moreover, children whose mothers have BPD are at risk of developing the disorder themselves. From a developmental psychopathology perspective, the study of development in these children aims to (a) identify deviations from normal development, (b) assess exposure to risk factors associated with BPD, and (c) design interventions, if needed.

I review the developmental psychopathology perspective, our understanding of BPD, the study of children of mothers with mental illness, and the five empirical studies of children of mothers with BPD. I then propose to extend this research and present a process by which early developmental failure may contribute to later BPD—representations of self, other, and the world. These representations may be assessed with an innovative measure of preschool-aged children's storytelling. I conclude with a review of a successful intervention with adults who have BPD—to increase understanding of the beliefs and feelings of oneself and others—that may also help their children.

Developmental Psychopathology

In the 1980s, developmental psychopathology researchers introduced a multidisciplinary perspective to better understand, prevent, and treat psychopathology (Cicchetti, 1984; Sroufe & Rutter, 1984). With this perspective, researchers combine methodology from developmental psychology with subject matter from clinical psychology. When we study developmental pathways in children at high risk of psychopathology, abnormal development sheds light on normal development, and normal development sheds light on abnormal development. Moreover, findings may confirm, extend, or challenge theories of development and inform early interventions to help prevent the development of psychopathology (Cicchetti, 1993).

Sroufe and Rutter (1984) drew from prior developmental theories to identify tasks thought to be necessary for social and emotional development. These tasks include a secure attachment with one or more parents in infancy, self development in striving for autonomy in the toddler period (colloquially known as the “terrible twos” for this reason), and emotional and behavioral self-regulation in the preschool period. These developmental tasks are thought to be reworked in adolescence with intimate relationships, identity formation, and managing risky behavior, such as with sex and substance use (Sroufe et al., 2005). Success at each task is thought to make success at the next more likely, and failure is thought to make failure at the next more likely.

Borderline Personality Disorder

BPD is dreaded by many clinicians: Angry outbursts, suicidal behavior, and an intense need for care make a challenging combination (Gunderson, 2001). BPD is officially diagnosed in early adulthood (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) but may be diagnosed in adolescence (Ludolph et al., 1990). It affects approximately 2% of the population, 75% of
whom are women; 70%-90% of people with BPD repeatedly make suicidal gestures, 8%-10% complete suicide, and daily functioning is as low as for people with schizophrenia.

BPD is thought to develop from a combination of an emotionally vulnerable child and an emotionally unsupportive environment (Heard & Linehan, 1993). An emotionally vulnerable child may have temperamental traits associated with BPD, such as emotional reactivity and impulsivity (Posner et al., 2003). Indeed, there is a significant hereditary component to BPD (Torgersen, 2000). An emotionally unsupportive environment may include childhood maltreatment and separation from or loss of a parent. Retrospectively, adults with BPD report more childhood sexual abuse, physical abuse, neglect, and separation from or loss of a parent than do people with other disorders (Laporte & Guttman, 1996; Weaver & Clum, 1993; Zanarini, 2000). Prospectively, mothers’ self-reported intrusiveness and inconsistency predict BPD in adolescents two years later (Bezirganian, Cohen, & Brook, 1993).

BPD has been characterized as a disorder of domains conceptually similar to those in early childhood (Sroufe et al., 2005). First, BPD has been characterized as a disorder of attachment (Fonagy, Target, & Gergely, 2000). Frantic efforts to avoid feeling abandoned, and volatile relationships in which the other person is alternately idealized then devalued, suggest that people with BPD do not feel secure in their relationships. Second, BPD has been characterized as a disorder of self development (Westen & Cohen, 1993) involving an unstable sense of identity (e.g., shifting career goals), feelings of emptiness, and symptoms of dissociation (e.g., feeling as if one is an outside observer of one’s mental processes or body). Third, BPD has been characterized as a disorder of self-regulation (Posner et al., 2003), with symptoms of impulsivity (e.g., with drugs or alcohol), self-injury (e.g., cutting), mood swings, inappropriate angry outbursts, and repeated suicidal behaviors. Mothers with BPD may therefore have difficulty helping their children succeed with these developmental tasks.

**Study of Children of Mothers Who Have a Mental Disorder**

Maternal mental illness puts children at high risk of developing the same disorder (Downey & Coyne, 1990; Mednick & McNeil, 1968). Initially, studies of offspring of mothers with schizophrenia and depression sought to uncover causes, or etiology. However, etiology is a complex interaction of genetic predispositions and environmental factors, which studies of offspring are unable to disentangle. Instead, a more modest goal for studies of offspring is to examine differences in early development that may lead to later disorder (Seifer & Dickstein, 2000). Although not ideal, research on parents with mental illness almost always refers to mothers because mothers are more often the primary caregiver, especially in early development, and more likely to be the sole caregiver in single-parent households (Seifer & Dickstein, 2000).

High-risk groups for BPD include maltreated children (Rogosch & Cicchetti, 2005), children high in relevant personality traits, and children of mothers with BPD. Here, I focus on offspring. Not all or even most children of mothers with BPD will develop BPD themselves, although 11.5% of first-degree relatives of people with BPD also have BPD (Nigg & Goldsmith, 1994). However, exposure to risk factors associated with BPD and failure at tasks of attachment, self development, and self-regulation may increase the likelihood of developing BPD.

**Research on Offspring of Mothers With BPD**

There are five groundbreaking empirical studies of children whose mothers have BPD. Three of these assess children across a wide age span. First, children aged 4-18 whose mothers have BPD are more likely than are children of mothers with other personality
disorders to experience changes in household composition and schools attended, removal from the home, and exposure to parent drug or alcohol abuse and mother's suicide attempts (Feldman et al., 1995). Second, these children are diagnosed with more attention and disruptive behavior disorders than are comparisons (Weiss et al., 1996). Third, children aged 11-18 whose mothers have BPD exhibit more problems with attention, delinquency, and aggression than do children whose mothers have no psychiatric disorders; they also have more anxiety, depression, and low self-esteem than do children of depressed mothers, children of mothers with other personality disorders, and children of mothers with no disorder (Barnow, Spitzer, Grabe, Kessler, & Freyberger, 2006).

Two studies of children whose mothers have BPD were conducted from a developmental perspective with children of the same age. First, when infants are 2 months, mothers with BPD demonstrate more intrusiveness and insensitivity, and their infants demonstrate more dazed looks, more looks away from mother, and less responsiveness than do infants of mothers without a disorder (Crandell, Patrick, & Hobson, 2003). Second, when these infants are 13 months, 80% are disorganized in their attachment with their mothers (Hobson, Patrick, Crandell, Garcia-Perez, & Lee, 2005), which is the same percentage found in maltreated children (Carlson, Cicchetti, Barnett, & Braunwald, 1989). Disorganized attachment is thought to stem from fear of the mother or seeing the mother herself to be afraid. When distressed following a brief separation from the mother, the infant seems caught between a desire to approach and a fear of doing so, for example, approaching with back toward the mother or standing still staring in a dazed state.

Proposed Research on Children and Adolescents Whose Mothers Have BPD

First, it is important to assess exposure to risk factors associated with BPD: temperamental traits (e.g., emotional reactivity and impulsivity), the experience of maltreatment, separation from or loss of a parent, and the quality of maternal caregiving (e.g., inconsistency and intrusiveness).

Second, it is important to assess success versus failure at developmental tasks beyond infancy. Previous developmental research in at-risk samples (e.g., Sroufe et al., 2005) suggests many constructs. I focus on one such construct: role reversal in the toddler period.

Infants whose mothers have BPD are more likely to be disorganized in their attachment to their mothers in infancy (Hobson et al., 2005). How might this affect their self development in the toddler period and self-regulation in the preschool period? In the toddler period, children normally develop the beginnings of autonomy. A mother with BPD, however, may look to her child to meet her own needs, for example, to feel loved. If a mother with BPD discourages autonomy and encourages her child to stay close, role reversal may develop. Role reversal is defined as a parent-child relationship in which the child takes in part the role of parent, spouse, or peer, and may be assessed from filmed mother-child interactions. Disorganized attachment in infancy predicts role reversal in the toddler period (Macfie, Fitzpatrick, Rivas, & Cox, 2008) and at age six (Main, Kaplan, & Cassidy, 1985). Moreover, role reversal in the toddler period in turn predicts problems with emotional and behavioral self-regulation in the preschool period (Macfie, Houts, McElwain, & Cox, 2005) and is transmitted intergenerationally (Macfie, McElwain, Houts, & Cox, 2005).

Third, it is important to assess adolescent development when attachment, self development, and self-regulation are again key issues in terms of intimacy, identity, and flexible self-regulation (Sroufe et al., 2005). It is particularly important because BPD may first be diagnosed in adolescence, and because normal adolescent behavior in the United States may
be in some respects similar to BPD: mood swings; angry outbursts; impulsive risky behavior; intense, unstable relationships; and a variable sense of self. Why do some adolescents grow out of these symptoms and others do not? Again, there are many constructs to assess (Stroufe et al., 2005). Among those relevant to BPD are adolescents' early attachment relationships (George, Kaplan, & Main, 1984), autonomy and relatedness (Allen, Hauser, Borman, & Worrell, 1991), relational aggression (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995), rejection sensitivity, and self-regulation (Downey & Ayduk, 2002).

**Possible Process Linking Early Adaptation to Future Disorder**

Representations of self, other, and the world may be one process by which early experience is carried forward to later disorder. A representation, also termed an internal working model or a schema, is shorthand for a set of beliefs that are thought to guide future expectations and behavior in relationships. Representations come out of attachment theory, which in turn comes from ethology and psychoanalytic theories (Bowlby, 1969/1982, 1973, 1980).

Sensitive and responsive care leading to a secure attachment is thought to result in representations of others as trustworthy, the self as valuable, and the world as a safe place. Frightening or frightened care leading to a disorganized attachment is thought to result in representations of others as dangerous or ineffective, the self as not worthy of care, and the world as a threatening place.

When adults with BPD describe their earliest memories, their representations of others are more malevolent, more injurious, and less helpful than are those of depressed and normal comparisons (Nigg, Lohr, Westen, Gold, & Silk, 1992). Volatile relationships, frantic efforts to avoid abandonment, impulsivity, suicidal behavior, and self-mutilation in BPD may develop in part out of these representations.

Children's stories are an innovative way to assess representations in the preschool period (Bretherton, Ridgeway, & Cassidy, 1990a; Main et al., 1985; Solomon, George, & DeJong, 1995). An examiner uses family figures and household props to present the beginnings of stories about challenging family situations, which the child then completes (Bretherton, Oppenheim, Buchsbaum, Emde, & the MacArthur Narrative Group, 1990). The resulting stories are videotaped and coded for constructs of interest (Robinson, Mantz-Simmons, Macfie, & the MacArthur Narrative Group, 1996; Warren, Mantz-Simmons, & Emde, 1993).

The storytelling measure in the preschool period accurately reflects children's experiences. Representations distinguish between secure and insecure attachment (Bretherton et al., 1990b) and between maltreated and nonmaltreated children (Macfie, Cicchetti, & Toth, 2001; Macfie et al., 1999; Toth, Cicchetti, Macfie, & Emde, 1997); they reflect parents' symptoms of depression (Oppenheim, Emde, & Warren, 1997) and children's symptoms of anxiety, depression, and aggression (Oppenheim, Nir, Warren, & Emde, 1997; Toth, Cicchetti, Macfie, Rogosch, & Maughan, 2000; Warren, Oppenheim, & Emde, 1996; Zahn-Waxler, Schmitz, Fulker, Robinson, & Emde, 1996); and perhaps most interesting, they partially mediate the relationship between maltreatment and behavior problems (Toth et al., 2000). Offspring of women with BPD may be at risk of developing BPD themselves in part through their representations. Representations of parents (especially mothers), children, empathy, and trauma are particularly relevant.

**Implications for Intervention**

A successful intervention for adults with BPD focuses on the ability to make sense of one's own and others' behavior in terms of mental states such as thoughts, beliefs, and feelings,
which is termed mentalization or reflective functioning (Fonagy, Target, Steele, & Steele, 1998). People with BPD have difficulty with mentalization even compared to people with other disorders (Fonagy et al., 1996). This may lead to their reacting impulsively or angrily to what they fear is a threat but is not, thus damaging their relationships and themselves. Mentalization-based therapy is specifically designed to improve mentalization by focusing on the relationship between the therapist and person with BPD, and leads to a reduction in BPD symptoms and subjective distress at the end of the intervention and at long-term follow-ups (Bateman & Fonagy, 1999, 2001, 2008). Another successful intervention, transference-focused psychotherapy, also focuses on the relationship between the therapist and the person with BPD, and also improves mentalization, although mentalization is not the specific focus of the intervention (Clarkin, Levy, Lenzenweger, & Kernberg, 2007; Levy et al., 2006). A third successful intervention, dialectical behavior therapy, focuses on improving coping skills (Linehan, 1993) including mindfulness—increased awareness of one's own behavior in terms of beliefs and feelings—which is a component of mentalization.

Improving mentalization may not only help a mother with BPD but also help her relationship with her child. Child-parent psychotherapy is an attachment-based intervention that includes a focus on improving mentalization (Lieberman, 1992). A mother and her young child (infant, toddler, or preschooler) meet with the therapist. The mother feels understood by the therapist and learns more about her own and her child's feelings, beliefs, and needs, so that the mother-child relationship becomes a greater source of security to the child. Indeed, child-parent psychotherapy leads to an increase in attachment security in depressed mother-toddler pairs (Cicchetti, Toth, & Rogosch, 1999) and an increase in positive, and a decrease in negative, representations in maltreated children's stories (Toth, Maughan, Manly, Spagnola, & Cicchetti, 2002). Both a mother with BPD and her child may benefit, and development for both may return to a more adaptive pathway.

**Challenges**

First, people with BPD can be difficult to work with because of their illness; for example, they may be prone to angry outbursts. Second, because of relatively low prevalence and rate of fertility compared with mothers who have depression (although higher than for schizophrenia), recruitment of children in the same developmental period is more difficult. Third, a normal comparison group is necessary to assess deviations from normal development, but the choice of a clinical comparison group (people with a different disorder) may vary according to the question being asked. Because depression is the most common disorder found with BPD (Zanarini et al., 1998), children of depressed mothers may be appropriate. Last, but not least, the proposed research should not add to a tendency toward “mother bashing” noted in the offspring literature (Downey & Coyne, 1990). Rather, researchers need to examine the possible effects of maternal BPD in light of genetic predisposition, the effect of BPD on the context in which the child is growing up, and the mother's struggle with her symptoms.

**Conclusion**

It is unusual in the field of child development to find almost totally uncharted territory. That so little developmental research has been conducted with offspring of women with BPD presents both a challenge and an opportunity. We know that children whose mothers have BPD are likely to be disorganized in their attachment to their mothers at 13 months. What we do not know is what their developmental adaptation looks like beyond infancy. A developmental psychopathology perspective makes it possible to study development in an at-risk sample and learn more about not only psychopathology but also about normal development, and how to intervene to bring development back on track, if necessary.
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